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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
The Secret Handicapper 
Haydock 14.10 - Breakfast (Win) @ 5/1  

Each Way Hits 
Newmarket 17.35 - Double Reflection (Each-Way) @ 4/1  

On The Nod 
Newmarket 20.45 - Zafarannah (Each-Way) @ 6/1  
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Betting On Young Horses - By Rick Elliott


During the summer months there is a huge amount of racing and it is impossible to 
keep on top of all the form. The Flat season is in full swing, there are plenty of 
summer jumps meetings and still some All-Weather racing. Betting on all types of 
race is a recipe for disaster and it pays to be selective. Focusing the mind on one 
type of race is the best way to win the battle with the bookies. Betting on horses 
aged two in their own races can bring some financial rewards as long as you follow 
the rules.


Two is the youngest age at which horses can race in Britain and Ireland. These 
horses are known as juveniles and they can only race against their generation even 
though there are a small number of exceptions. Generally races are confined to an 
age group and two-year-olds race against horses at the same age. There is a 
significant amount of physical development in horses from two to three and it would 
be too demanding for immature animals to race outside their age group. 


The very nature of these youngsters provides three good reasons to focus on them 
as part of a betting strategy:


Two-year-olds race against each other so the form is easier to assess.


The majority of races are over five to seven furlongs and usually the fastest horse 
wins.


Young horses have enthusiasm and will try their best.


The best part of the season to bet on juvenile races is during the summer. The going 
is usually good and horses will have raced before so there is a good bank of form. 
From the middle of September the weather and going is less reliable and young 
horses can lose their form. June, July and August is time to make hay while the sun 
shines. You have to follow these steps to make money betting on horses aged two: 


About two-thirds of races confined to two-year-olds are won by horses that made 
the frame or won last time out. Identify horses that finished in the first three on their 
previous run.


Horses that have not been seen on the track for five weeks should be dismissed. 
There will be fitness doubts about a horse that has not run in the last 35 days.

There could be several qualifying horses in any race but you must reduce this 
number to two. With reference to the projected odds narrow the selections to the 
two horses at the shortest odds.


If there are two qualifiers dutch the bets so you win the same amount of regardless 
of which horse wins. Alternatively back the one qualifier in any race. 
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The best bank strategy is to stake a fixed percentage of the betting bank which rises 
and falls based on results. In this way you can protect the bank from losing streaks. 
The bank will grow steadily with careful money management as part of betting on 
horses aged two.    


Favourites – Who Comes First? - By Bet World Reviews


As any punter knows around 33% of bookies favourites justify their position in 
the betting. The trouble as ever is knowing which third are the right ones.
Well there is a highly selective long running tipster who manages to keep his 
strike rate above 50% (around 55% in fact) and as his minimum price is 1.50 
the combination means a profit is assured. 

Naturally there are troughs and peaks but the long term prospects have always 
been, and remain, good. Unusually the tipster majors his research on what 
might go wrong if he tips a horse and by discounting those with even the 
smallest question mark he is able to maintain his high success rate. The 
continued good performance allows subscribers to have a betting bank of just 
10 points.

I have been following the service since 2015 since when the betting bank has 
all but multiplied three times. Mel Gee who is behind the service is a racehorse 
owner himself and has an in depth knowledge of the industry matched by few. 
He is always available to answer individual questions and his weekly 
summaries of the scene are always a worthwhile read.

In the last year an additional feature of the service has been advice on trends 
betting for the major meetings. Detailed analysis of each race at these 
meetings and profitable tips as well. 

A serious bettor should be looking at a portfolio of services/systems in order to 
spread the risk. I regard First Favourite as a cornerstone service for any 
portfolio being at the low end of the risk scale. The service is also an ideal 
starting point for newcomers. Check out my review and the results here.

Value is the Key

If we move a rung up the risk ladder to the medium area there is another 
service which you should consider. VRT – Value Racing Tips has been around 
since 2013 and recently moved to the Betfan stable. Robin Bliss the author 
studies form and tries to find 3 races a day where the favourite is vulnerable 
and so his selection has a better chance than the bookies initially realise. 
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His selections are sent out in the early evening of the day before racing 
allowing subscribers to get prices which can be over the true value of the 
horse. Using best odds guaranteed bookies you can make sure you are getting 
the best possible chance of success. The minimum price for selections is 3.25. 
Since his move just over a month ago Robin has been very successful and 
early customers have seen a 68% uplift in their betting bank with just 1 point 
level staking. Impressive stuff but long term followers will know this is not 
unusual – in the past 4 years a near 10 times bank increase was achieved. 
Full details can be seen on Bet World Reviews here

If you have more time

Both the services featured above need only a few minutes each day to follow 
and make your investments. If you are able to keep in touch with the racing 
scene throughout the day then you might also want to take a look at Advantage 
Play Secrets from matched betting maestro Mike Cruikshank. 

A different concept here but very low risk and even with a selective approach to 
the strategy a profit of over 1150 points has been seen in just 4 months. 
You can see all the details here.
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